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European countries, individually or collectively, hardly approached space 

from an exclusively military angle. For a long time, Europe has restricted 

itself to purely civilian programs of a scientific character as the European 

Space Agency (ESA) was designed for exclusively peaceful purposes, 

excluding any development of specific military space assets. However, it did 

not preclude any military program developed at a national level, whether 

individually or in cooperations. 

Moreover, space technologies do not easily respect such a summa 

division. The main example of this reality can be found in the very beginning 

of the space conquest. Indeed, the launch of Sputnik in 1957 did not only 

demonstrate to the whole world Soviet engineers could master orbit 

injections before the United States: it assured the capability of the Soviet 

Union to launch a ballistic missile with a 6 000 km range. Since the 

beginning, space technologies could be considered as dual by nature. 

This duality can be observed in most, if not all elements constituting an 

independent or autonomous space power, such as access to space, 

telecommunication, remote-sensing and meteorological satellites, global 

navigation satellite system, electronic intelligence satellites or space 

situational awareness. In Europe, these types of capabilities were developed 
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often sequentially over 55 years at different levels, benefitting each other’s 

from: thanks to national efforts, through intergovernmental cooperations but 

also under a supranational organization, EU, which finds diplomatic and 

military tools in primarily civilian assets before developing proper dual-use 

capabilities. 

The European access to outer space is tightly linked to the European 

Launcher Development Organisation (ELDO), the European Space Agency 

(ESA) but also to the French effort of having access to a launcher. When 

some European States created ELDO in 1963, their main goal was to develop 

a regional launcher system, Europa, as a prelude to an autonomous space 

program of scientific nature. If Europa definitely failed in 1972, France 

advocated in favor of another launcher in 1973 under management of the 

CNES. It became known as Ariane and is still the prominent launcher of ESA 

founded in 1975 and benefited France in the development of its ballistic 

nuclear missiles after the end of the “precious stones” program. Indeed, the 

need for an autonomous launching system was key for the credibility of the 

French force de dissuasion as freedom of access to space is a prerequisite of 

any space strategy. 

Telecommunications satellites or SATCOM are the most common used 

type of satellites as they’re key for modern forces relying on encrypted and 

quick coordination. If the European States have worked together on the OTS 

program from ESRO and then ESA to launch their first SATCOM in 1978, 

the first Western European country to develop a military them was the United 

Kingdom thanks to the Skynet program, the first being launched in 1969, and 

which is now running the 6th series. 

France started developing its own dual-use satellites in 1980 with the 

SYRACUSE 1 and 2 programs with several launches from 1984 to 1996. In 

2005, the first satellite of the military SYRACUSE 3 series was put into orbit. 

Apart from United Kingdom, Italy has also specialized in military 

SATCOM, with the SICRAL 1 series launched in 2001 and 2009 but also 

two satellites jointly developed with France: the dual-use Athena-Fidus and 

the military SICRAL 2. Germany have its own military satellites known as 

SATCOMBw-1 and SATCOMBw-2 launched in 2009 and 2009. The 

strategic and critical nature of a secured national SATCOM constellation 

may explain why few cooperations occurred in this very domain. 

However, the EU decided in 2013 to undertake a dual-use program called 

the GOVSATCOM initiative which consists in a dedicated platform of 

pooling and sharing of governmental, both civilian and military, and 

commercial satellites to allow EU members to access to secure or available 

telecommunications assets. 
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Remote-sensing or Earth observation satellites benefited from civilian 

and military demands: if the launchers could deliver a conventional or a 

nuclear device onto a target, a remote-sensing satellite can gather imagery of 

these systems from the highest point and without any legal constraint: as 

“national technical mean”, it serves a strategical purpose in arms 

verifications and readiness of the military apparatus. 

In 1977, EUMETSAT was the initial European organization to operate a 

weather satellite, the METEOSAT series developed by ESA. The need for 

military imagery kept on increasing due to the Cold War era and France 

launched in 1978 its first military Earth’s observation program, abandoned 

in 1982. France, Belgium and Sweden in 1978 started to develop dual 

remote-sensing satellites with the SPOT program, benefitting from the 

French military one, the first being launched in 1986. The French HELIOS I 

military program started in 1985 with the participation of Italy and Spain, the 

highest political making authorities rather than for tactical purposes. In 1998, 

another French military program, HELIOS II, was launched with the 

participation of Italy and Spain, Belgium and Greece, and two optical 

remote-sensing satellites were launched in 2005 and in 2009. 

The need for more precise weather data led the ESA members to 

undertake the METEOSAT program for low Earth’s observation scientific 

satellites: the ERS series from 1991 to 1995, with a synthetic aperture radar, 

which would become a specialty of both Italy and Germany. However, ESA 

was not the only major European organization interested in outer space: the 

European Union (EU) and its Commission. Indeed, the negotiations on the 

1997 Kyoto Protocols highlighted the need for global environment data, 

leading to the EU’s Global Monitoring for Environment and Security 

(GMES)/Copernicus program developed with ESA after the publication of 

the Baveno Manifesto in 1998. By 2019, seven Sentinels are being exploited. 

However, from the fight against global warming, the Copernicus program 

had unexpected developments in security as many programs and techniques 

used to monitor the environment also have security application. For example, 

the GMES services for Management of Operations, Situation Awareness and 

Intelligence for regional Crises or G-MOSAIC which is a 2009 project 

founded under the Common Security and Defence Policy, a main component 

of the EU's Common Foreign and Security Policy. Its missions occasionally 

consist in to monitoring EU borders and areas of conflicts interesting the EU. 

Before Copernicus, EU SATCEN was created in 1992 in Torrejon in order 

to exploit imagery, supplied by EU members with classification restrictions 

while buying some its data from private companies. 
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Regarding the military capabilities of European States, the necessary 

reliance upon foreign assets, more particularly during the Balkans wars, 

placed many allies in a situation of dependency, whether for political 

decision-making or for the conduct of terrestrial operations. 

As a consequence, several countries decided to cooperate in other 

programs. France and Italy signed in 2001 the Torino Agreement and started 

the ORFEO program. Previously, and having participated in this 

METEOSAT program, Italy developed technologies for its own dual remote-

sensing radar satellites known as COSMO-SKYMED, launched from 2007 

to 2010. Under the French-Italian Agreement, France provided a dual optical 

component called Pléiades while Italy delivered its dual radar satellites as 

the radar component. For the same reasons, Germany undertook its own 

military radar system called SAR-Lupe and signed in 2002 the Schwerin 

Agreement with France, leading the exchange of imageries between the 

German SAR-Lupe and the newest generation of French military optical 

satellites called HELIOS II. 

In 2010, France started the CSO program to replace its HELIOS II 

satellites and in 2015, the Multinational Space-based Imaging System for 

Surveillance, Reconnaissance and Observation or MUSIS was France, Italy, 

Belgium, Germany, Greece, and Spain (later joined by Sweden) to develop 

a military interoperable system able to run the military or dual-use French 

CSO, German SARah, Italian CSG and Spanish Ingenio. 

However, the Schwerin Agreement and the subsequent specialization of 

both countries would be questioned in 2017 when Germany decided to 

finance an intelligence optical remote-sensing constellation called Georg, 

constructed by the German OHB company, while developing the SARah, 

successor to SAR-Lupe. 

Space-based Positioning, Navigation and Timing assets, or Global 

Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) are of outmost importance, yet in in 

indirect way, of economic growth in developed countries. They definitely 

improve synchronization of banking transfers, secure the air traffic while 

optimizing travel distances and costs. They offer to civilian ships an 

immediate positioning in case of emergency and they even help in precision 

agriculture and autonomous use of harvesters. Finally, GNSS enables 

autonomous spacecraft navigation, without guidance from Earth. 

Due to its legal competences in economy, the EU finances its own GNSS 

program, reducing the dependency of is member States in the American 

GNSS: the GPS. The European Commission’s initial proposal for the Galileo 

program was drawn up in 1999 by its transport and energy directorate. The 

European Commission delegated to the ESA the technical management of 
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the development phase of the program on the condition that it obey EU 

management rules, which are different from those of the ESA and which 

exclude the guarantee of geographical benefits. Since the end of 2016, some 

of Galileo’s services have been operational, including the free Open Service. 

In the military field, GNSS are key for the coordination and positioning 

of forces all around the world. Moreover, they are paramount for modern 

targeting and the use precise guided ammunitions, contributing to the 

proportionality principle of the law of armed conflicts. For Galileo, a Public 

Regulated Service, reserved for EU member states’ governmental services, 

should be available from the beginning of 2020. While it is not primarily 

dedicated to weaponry, but more on public order matters, France decided to 

finance a program to use Galileo PRS for military purposes and to equip the 

armed forces with jam and spoofing-resistant receivers. The program called 

OMEGA will propose receivers to equip high-value platforms, effectors and 

ammunition in 2020, able to use both Galileo and GPS constellations. 

Space surveillance and tracking (SST) are also one of the main 

component of spacefaring nations. Due to a combination of telescopes, lasers 

and radars, it is possible to detect and track a variety of satellites orbiting a 

LEO and GEO and compute them into a catalogue. This is a key factor to 

reduce the risk of satellites colliding each other. It will also help, in a more 

and more congested outer space, determine better windows of opportunities 

when launchings are programmed, in order to avoid a collision between the 

rocket and debris. But these capabilities can also be used in order to detect 

satellites not being registered in UNOOSA and having a less friendly 

behavior. By adding data from intelligence agencies to the catalogue, it is 

possible to determine monitor specific satellites for military protection of 

territories: the SST changes its nature into space situational awareness or 

SSA. 

It was not by chance that European militarized powers developed their 

SSA capabilities, such as the French GRAVES and the German TIRA radars 

but also the other dual-use detection and tracking networks in European 

countries: as modern forces and countries are more and more relying on outer 

space, the protection of their space assets, and first of all the detection of any 

risk or threat, is a an important step toward a space defense strategy to protect 

space assets. Indeed, it is important to highlight that any attempt made on 

space asset could be detected, attributed and characterize, and accompany 

itself of diplomatic or forcible consequences. 

Aware of the importance of SST in the preservation of both satellites and 

space environment, the EU decided in 2014 and 2016 to promote a 

consortium of member States (EUSST) to share their catalogues, helping 
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France, Germany, Italy, Spain, United Kingdom, Poland, Portugal and 

Romania to finance their SST assets, proportionally to the portion used for 

EUSST. 

Scientific cooperation, especially thanks to ESA organization, triggered 

a virtuous circle where European national States promoted technologies to 

the point where they adapted these inventions to their national need and 

industrial apparatus. The specialization they developed and the proximity of 

some of their strategical objectives led to a kind of Ricardian “comparative 

advantage”: some of them cooperated in an exchange of capacities. 

However, the dual nature of space technologies incited European Union 

to also develop its own space policy and programs to enhance the industrial 

fabric of the Old Continent while slowly increasing its interest in security, 

including military, applications of outer space. 

The European amalgam of both civilian and military developments and 

objectives of outer space can be observed in the European Union Draft Code 

of Conduct for Outer Space Activities, released in 2008 in COPUOS. Indeed, 

the Draft Code, approved by the Council of European Union, intends to deal 

with both safety and security in outer space, emphasizing the implementation 

of national policies to prevent accidents and collisions in outer space, 

refraining the intentional creation of debris in outer space but also 

underlining the inherent right of individual or collective self-defense in 

accordance with the United Nations Charter. The importance of the freedom 

of access to, exploration and use of outer space and exploitation of space 

objects for peaceful purposes without interference is strongly affirmed but 

the complete demilitarization of outer space is not asserted as it would 

prevent the effectiveness of self-defense in outer space. 

As such, the recent publication of the French Defense Space Strategy in 

25th of July 2019, and the objective to develop and launch future active 

defense capabilities in outer space, is another step in Europe towards the 

recognition of outer space as a conflictual domain due to its indubitable 

importance in the sustainment of our complex economies and space 

operations support to terrestrial forces. 

It is now, with the ever-increasing pervasiveness of outer space in military 

affairs and economic development that some European States are reforming 

their governance and develop doctrines entirely dedicated to militarization 

and even weaponization of outer space. It is one of the logical consequences 

of outer space technologies and environment, as dual-use by nature. 


